
A WORLDWIDE MIND-CONTROL MISSION?  
To return to the USAF Fact Sheet, it concludes: "In 1990 the EC-130 joined the newly 
formed Air Force Special Operations Command and has since been designated 
Commando Solo, with no change in mission. This one-of-a-kind aircraft is consistently 
improving its capabilities . The next few years should see continued enhancements to the 
EC-130 and its worldwide mission."  
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Military Plans to Control Internet Revealed 
 

"From influencing public opinion through new media to designing 'computer network 
attack' weapons, the US military is learning to fight an electronic war. 'Strategy should be 
based on the premise that the Department [of Defense] will 'fight the net' as it would an 
enemy weapons system.' The document recommends that the United States should seek 
the ability to 'provide maximum control of the entire electromagnetic spectrum'. US forces 
should be able to 'disrupt or destroy the full spectrum of globally emerging 
communications systems, sensors, and weapons systems'."  

  -- BBC article describing U.S. military plans to fight the Internet, 1/27/06 

 

Dear friends, 
The highly informative BBC article below describes disturbing plans by the U.S. military to control 
the Internet. A U.S. military document recently uncovered through the Freedom of 
Information Act reveals an "Information Operations Roadmap" in which plans are being 
made based on the premise that the military will view the Internet "as it would an enemy 
weapons system." The document is signed by U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. If 
you care about freedom of information on the Internet, this is a vitally important article.  
A Google News search on the military's "Information Operations Roadmap" reveals that, of major 
media in the US, only the Los Angeles Times, Newsday, and ABC even mention the recently 
released "Information Operations Roadmap," and none of these give much detail. Why is the U.S. 
media so reluctant to report on these matters which are vital to the preservation of freedom of 
speech guaranteed in the first amendment of the U.S. constitution? If you care about preserving 
the free flow of information over the Internet, please spread the news about this most important 
BBC article. Together, we can and will build a brighter future.  
With best wishes, 
Fred Burks for the WantToKnow.info Team 
Former language interpreter for Presidents Bush and Clinton 
 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/americas/4655196.stm  
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